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ON MINIMAL FAITHFUL PERMUTATION REPRESENTATIONS
OF FINITE GROUPS

L. G. KOVACS AND CHERYL E. PRAEGER

The minimal faithful permutation degree n(G) of a finite group G is the least
positive integer n such that G is isomorphic to a subgroup of the symmetric
group Sn. Let AT be a normal subgroup of a finite group G. We prove that
n(G/N) $C /i(G) if G/N has no nontrivial Abelian normal subgroup. There is
an as yet unproved conjecture that the same conclusion holds if G/N is Abelian.
We investigate the structure of a (hypothetical) minimal counterexample to this
conjecture.

1.

According to a classical theorem of Cayley, each group can be faithfully repre-
sented as a group of permutations of some set. In both theoretical and computational
investigations of finite groups, it is often useful for the permuted set to be chosen as
small as possible. Thus the minimal faithful permutation degree fi(G) of a finite group
G is defined as the least positive integer n such that G is isomorphic to a subgroup
of the symmetric group Sn, and a faithful permutation representation of G on a set
of cardinality /x(G) is called a minimal faithful permutation representation of G. In
early results that will be relevant here, Johnson [3] determined n(G) for Abelian G and
studied the number of orbits in minimal faithful permutation representations of nilpo-
tent G, while Wright [7] proved that fi(G) = fJ-(H) + (J.(K) whenever G is nilpotent
with a nontrivial direct factorisation G — H x K.

For computations with finite permutation groups, one often wishes to study quo-
tients G/N of a permutation group G on a set f2, and for this purpose an efficient
faithful representation of G/N as a group of permutations on a set of size comparable
to the size of $7 would be useful. With this in mind, it seems natural to seek condi-
tions which guarantee that the minimal faithful permutation degree n{G/N) is at most
/x(G).

Some condition is certainly necessary, because in certain cases fj.(G/N) is very
much greater than fi(G). For example, it was pointed out by P. M. Neumann in the
introduction to [5] that the direct product of m copies of the dihedral group of order 8
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has a natural faithful permutation representation of degree Am but it has an extraspecial
quotient which has no faithful permutation representation of degree less than 2 m + 1 . (As
L. Pyber remarked to us, the direct product may be viewed as the base group of the
wreath product of the dihedral group with a cyclic group of order m. This wreath
product has a faithful transitive representation of degree 4m, but it also has a quotient
which contains the extraspecial group which has no faithful representation of degree
less than 2 m + 1 . This shows that assuming transitivity would not help.)

This paper addresses the problem of finding useful classes of groups G, or quotients
G/N, for which we can guarantee that fi(G/N) < n(G). First we present a simple result
which provides sufficient conditions on G/N for this to be true. It is an extension of [1,
Proposition 1.3] which shows that, if N is an Abelian normal subgroup of G, then there
exists an Abelian normal subgroup M, containing N, such that n(G/M) < KG). One
consequence of this result is that, for all finite groups G, n{G/ sol G) ^ KG), where
sol G is the largest soluble normal subgroup of G. We prove here a second consequence
of [1, Proposition 1.3].

THEOREM 1. If G/N has no nontrivial Abelian normal subgroup, then n(G/N) ^

KG).

PROOF: Suppose that fi(G/N) > n(G) and that G/N has no nontrivial Abelian
normal subgroup. Choose such a pair G, N with least possible KG), and among these
choose one with least possible \G\. Take G as a subgroup of Symfl with \Q\ = (i(G).
Clearly N / 1. If N is not contained in the Frattini subgroup $(G), then there is a
maximal subgroup H of G not containing N,so G = HN. But then H, HnN is not
a counterexample to the theorem, and H/(HnN) 2S HN/N = G/N, so KG/N) =
fj,(H/(Hr\N)) ^ n(H) ^ KG), which is a contradiction. Hence N ^ $(G). Thus
N is nilpotent and so, since G/N has no nontrivial Abelian normal subgroup, N is
the soluble radical solG of G. Applying Proposition 1.3 of [1] with K the centre
Z(N), we see that G has an Abelian normal subgroup L containing K such that
H{G/L) < KG)- Since L is Abelian, L ^ solG = N and sol{G/L) - N/L, so
G/L, N/L is a counterexample with n(G/L) < KG), contradicting the minimality of

KG). D

It follows from this result that, if the group G has no Abelian composition factors,
then fi(G/N) < KG) for every normal subgroup iV". This consequence of Theorem 1
was used by Jackie Walton in [6] to prove that, for all finite groups G and all normal
subgroups N of G, fi(G/N) is bounded above by an exponential function of KG) •
More precisely, she proved that (i(G/N) ^ ^(GJc**^"1 where the constant c is ap-
proximately 5.34.
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2.

In the rest of the paper we examine finite groups G with Abelian quotients G/N.
It was remarked upon in [1] that, if n(G/N) > (J.(G) , then G is not Abelian and G/N
is not cyclic. For this case, we proved in [4] that G/N is not elementary Abelian,
and conjectured that G/N cannot even be Abelian. This conjecture is still open, and
our objective here is to draw more attention to it by gathering information about a
(hypothetical) minimal counterexample.

Almost all the results which admit concise statements follow readily from the work
of Johnson [3] and Wright [7] that we mentioned above.

THEOREM 2 . Suppose that there exists a finite group G with an Abelian quotient
G/N such that n(G/N) > n{G). Among such groups, let G be chosen with fj,(G) as
small as possible, and from all examples with this minimal faithful permutation degree,
let G have minimal order. Then the following all hold.

(a) G is a directly indecomposable p -group, for some prime p; in particular,
the socle socG lies in the Frattini subgroup $(G).

(b) N is the commutator subgroup of G, and fj,(G/N) — (J.(G) +p.
(c) Consider a minimal faithful permutation representation of G, with the

maximum number of orbits among all such representations. Then the
number of orbits is the rank of the centre of G, while the group of per-
mutations induced by G on any one orbit is non-Abelian and has cyclic
centre.

PROOF: We use standard notation: if a permutation group G on a certain set
leaves invariant a subset A, then the group of permutations of A induced by G is
written as GA. The transitive constituents of G are the GA with A an orbit of G.

As remarked at the end of Section 1 of [1], the claim that G is a p-group follows
from the proofs of Lemma l.l(a) and Proposition 1.6 in that paper. Suppose that N
is strictly larger than the commutator subgroup G'. Each quotient of a finite Abelian
group is isomorphic to a subgroup, so in particular the proper quotient G/N of G/G'
is isomorphic to some proper subgroup of G/G'; say, to H/G'. Then H, G' is a
counterexample with n{H) < fj,(G) and \H\ < \G\, contrary to the minimal choice
of G, N. This proves that we must have N = G'. If G were a direct product, say,
G = H x K with nontrivial H, K, we would also have G/G' - H/H' x K/K', and
(by the minimal choice of G) neither H nor K could be a counterexample. It was
proved by Wright [7] that n(G) = n(H) + fi(K) whenever G is nilpotent, and this
would now show that G is not a counterexample either. This proves that G is directly
indecomposable. If some minimal normal subgroup of G were to avoid the Frattini
subgroup, it would be a direct factor, so the socle must lie in the Frattini subgroup.
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Johnson [3] proved that, in a minimal faithful representation of an arbitrary p-

group, the number of orbits is at most the rank of the centre, and that this bound is
achieved by at least one minimal faithful representation. The number of orbits in the
representation of G considered in part (c) is therefore the rank of the centre. Next,
Johnson's result applied to a transitive constituent GA yields that, if the centre of GA

were not cyclic, then GA would have an intransitive minimal representation. However,
then G would have a minimal faithful representation with even more orbits, so this
cannot be the case.

To complete the proof of (c), suppose that a transitive constituent H = GA is
Abelian, and set K = Ga^A. Then fj.(G) = (i(H) + fi(K), while G ^ H x K with
G' = 1 x K' so G/G' is isomorphic to a subgroup of H x K/K'. By the minimal choice
of G, K is not a counterexample, so

a contradiction.

The one remaining claim, namely fj,(G/G') — n(G) + p, will be part (c) of Lemma

3. Before we can state that, we need some technicalities about Abelian groups.

LEMMA 1 . If A is a finite Abelian p-group and B is an elementary Abelian
subgroup of A, then A has a direct decomposition A = Y\C{ with the Ci cyclic such

that B=Yl(Bnd). i€I

te/

PROOF: Let C\ be a cyclic factor of maximal order in A. Then A = C\ x A\ for
any subgroup A\ of A which is maximal in A with respect to avoiding C\ (see [2,
pp.74-75, consequence b) of Lemma 22.1]). Choose a complement for BC\C\ in B and
choose A\ to contain that. The result follows by induction on the number of direct
factors in an unrefinable direct decomposition of A. D

LEMMA 2 . Let A be a finite Abelian p-group, B an elementary Abelian subgroup

of A, and A — Y\ Q a direct decomposition with (nontrivial) cyclic Ci such that

B = n (B n Ci) • Further, let I = X U Y U Z where
i€I

x -.= {ie 11 CinB=i},
Y := { i € / | Ci > d n B > 1 }, and

Z :={ieI\Ci^B}.

If n(A/B) < n(A)/p, then 1 + (p-l)\X\ < \Z\. In particular, \Z\ > 1 (that is, B
contains at least one of the direct factors d of order p), and if \Z\ < p then X — 0
(that is, B = soc A).
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PROOF: NOW fi(A) = £ \d\, and n{A/B) = £ \d\ + £ \Ct\/p. Since

is an integer, we have l+/j.(A/B) ^ fi(A)/p, whence l + (p - 1) £ |Ci| /p ^ £ \Ci\/p.

As B is elementary Abelian, it follows that $2|Cj|/p = \Z\, and we have proved (a
little more than) what we claimed. D

Given a permutation representation G -» Symfi, we denote by fl/socG the set of
(soc G) -orbits in fl, and by G^/socG) the kernel of the action of G on this set: that
is. the normal subgroup of G consisting of the elements that leave each (soc G) -orbit
setwise invariant.

LEMMA 3 . Let G be as in Theorem 2, let G -> Sym Cl be a minimal faithful
representation chosen as in part (c) of that theorem, and set L = G^/SOCQ) .

(a) The subgroup L is elementary Abelian, it is not contained in $(G), and

KG/LG') < n(G/G')/p.

(b) In any decomposition of G/G' as a direct product of cyclic groups which
matches the elementary Abelian subgroup LG'/G' in the sense of Lemma 1, at least
one direct factor of order p must lie in LG'/G'. If K/G' is such a direct factor and H
is any maximal subgroup of G not containing K, then H' — G' and fJ.(H) = fi(G) =

(c)

PROOF: It follows from Theorem 2(c) that socG acts on each G-orbit in il as
a semiregular group of order p; in particular socG is fixed-point-free on £1, and
|fi/socG| = \Cl\/p. By [1, Proposition 1.3] L is elementary Abelian and contains
socG, while as G/L is faithful on fi/socG, we have fj,(G/L) ^ (i(G)/p. The minimal-
ity of n(G) now implies that n{G/LG') s* n(G/L) ^ fi(G)/p < n{G/G')/p. The first
claim in (b) then follows from Lemma 2 applied with A = G/G', B = LG'/G'. As
LG'/G' contains a nontrivial direct factor of G/G', we know that LG'/G' £ $(G/G'),
and so L & *(G).

Given a nontrivial cyclic direct factor K/G' of G/G' contained in LG'/G' (and
hence having order p), let H be any maximal subgroup of G not containing K. Then
G/G' = H/G' x K/G', and H/G' is isomorphic to a subgroup of H/H', so

fi(H) + p (since H is not a counterexample)
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(since fJ.(G) < fi(G/G') and the numbers on the two sides of this inequality are multiples
of p). Therefore fJ.(G/G') = fj.{G)+p, and n(H/G') = n(H/H') = fj.(H) = fj.{G). It
follows also that H' = G'. This completes the proof of the lemma, as well as the proof
of Theorem 2. D

REMARK 1. Given a direct decomposition G/G' = Y\Ci matching LG'/G' in the
ie/

sense of Lemma 2, write each C, as Ki/G' and, for j G Z, set Hj/G' = Yl d: then

each Hj is able to play the role of H in Lemma 3(b). Moreover, their intersection,
T = f] Hj, is transitive on each G-orbit A in fi. Indeed, T/G' = fl d a n d

jez iei\z
G/G' - T/G' x n Cj, so G = TL. This implies that T is transitive on A/L; but

Z
each L-orbit is a (socG)-orbit by the definition of L, and is contained in a T-orbit

since socG < $(G) ^ T.

One may also wish to note that LnT ^ $(G), because

(L n T)G'/G' ^ {LG'/G1) n (T/G') = Y[ soc d < J | Cf < ${G/G').
i€Y igy

REMARK 2. A slightly different exploration yields a little more information about the
action. Let A be a G-orbit in fl and pd the cardinality of A; we know from Theo-
rem 2(c) that d> 2. Set

D — G(fi\A) n G ( A / soc G) •

Of course, then (socG) C\D = (socG)(n^Aj has order p, and D is elementary Abelian.

Since G/D is faithful on (ft \ A) U (A/socG), n(G/D) ^ /x(G) -pd~l(p - 1). By the

minimality of G, G/D is not a counterexample, and so

»(G/DG') ^ (i(G/D) ^ n{G) - p^fr - 1) - M ( G / G ' ) - p - p " " 1 ^ - 1) < n{G/G').

In particular, D £G'.
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